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An Object Repository Model for the
 Storage of Spatial Metadata

Sophie Cockcroft1
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University of Otago

June 1995

Abstract

The design of spatial information systems has traditionally been carried out
independently of mainstream database developments. It is contended that the
adoption of mainstream database design techniques is important to progress in the
spatial information systems development field. An accepted approach to the
development of information systems is through an integrated development
environment with a design repository at its core. This paper proposes a skeleton
model for the design of a repository to store spatial metadata. An object oriented
modelling approach is adopted in preference to an entity relationship approach
because of its ability to model functional and dynamic aspects of the repository.
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1 Introduction

Progress in the spatial information system (SIS) industry has traditionally occurred independently

of advances in mainstream non-spatial database technology. [1]. Further, the focus of database

design in spatial information systems has frequently been the acquisition of data, often with no

specific use in mind [2]. Tools such as database management systems (DBMS), fourth generation

languages (4GLs) and computer-aided software (or system) engineering (CASE) are

commonplace  in the context of developing non-spatial information systems.  DBMS remove the

need to specify data structures in  application programs. DBMS also provide mechanisms for the

management of  relationships between data items, as well as the implementation of integrity

constraints.  Fourth generation languages, with tools for standardised user interface design,  non-

procedural programming and code-generation based on data dictionary  specifications, support the

use of prototyping approaches to system  development.  CASE tools provide modelling methods

for the specification of  system design. Design repositories populated by CASE tools can then be

used as the basis for database schema and code generation. The automation of such modelling

methods within CASE environments allows the derivation of database schema definition language

from graphical representations of data requirements (ie  the derivation of logical schema from

conceptual schema).

Tools for spatial information systems development are, by comparison, relatively crude. Results

of research into spatial data structures and  research into mapping spatial data into records in

relational databases have found their way into commercial implementations of geographical

information systems. There is no commercial database system today that directly supports spatial

data management, in  particular, data definition and query facilities for spatial data [3]. Currently

available spatial data  management systems are typically one of two types: either they are hybrid

in nature where spatial (ie  'map') data are stored separately from descriptive data, or they are

based on  some form of extended relational data model where a series of tables are  pre-defined to

store spatial data [2].  In either case,  it is usually necessary for application programmers to

manage the consistency  and currency of linkages between spatial and non-spatial data. The

majority of existing GIS are implemented using relational databases, and typically adopt a hybrid

architecture [4]. Since this approach does not maintain an entire map base within a single DBMS,

geometric data are not subject to the same rigorous management as is applied to non-spatial data.

There is a good case for developing unified extended relational systems with spatial and non-

spatial data under the same architecture [4]. However, Healey [5] identified a number of problems

inhibiting the development of such systems, chiefly in the area of performance overheads. Recent

moves in the commercial sector indicate that spatial data management is becoming a topic of

interest to the major database vendors [6]. A related issue from the point of view of spatial

querying is the emerging SQL3 standard. This moves to unify object and relational data. As
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relational technology advances it is adopting many of the constructs associated with the object

oriented paradigm.

In summary, it is desirable that many of the features widely available for non-spatial data

management are incorporated in spatial data management systems. A more rigorous approach to

spatial database design is undoubtedly required. This requirement provides the motivation for the

current work. The specific focus of this research is the design of a repository for the storage of

spatial metadata within an integrated spatial data management environment, and the design

decisions associated with the development of such a repository.

2 A design repository for spatial metadata

Three closely related terms to describe the place where metadata is stored are the data dictionary,

the metadatabase, and the repository. There are numerous definitions of these three, and the

meanings of the terms often overlap. It would appear that these three terms differ in broadness.

The narrowest term is the metadatabase. This is commonly used in the field of GIS and has been

described as a catalogue of existing data sets [7]. Such a catalogue has also been developed in [7].

The role of a repository has also been described as Ôto manage datasets_ [8]. The implication of

this definition is that the datasets have already been collected and the database must Ôfit around

them_. Data dictionary is a somewhat broader term, describing computer software that records,

stores and processes descriptions of an organisation_s data resources [9]. This term is often used

in the database context. A data dictionary is described as holding detailed information about

objects within a database including the tables and views, and the columns within those tables and

views. The broadest definition is the repository. A repository stores data about the objects that

are within a database and also supports process and project management [10]. According to

Cheng [11] the purposes of a repository include applications development in a CASE

environment, enterprise information resource management and information processing and

management at a global level within the enterprise. Its contents comprise metadata that model

both data resources and knowledge.

The repository is essentially a specialised database that stores Ôdata about data_ or metadata. Here,

a repository design using Rumbaugh_s Object Modelling Technique (OMT) [12] is proposed. A

rationale for the adoption of this methodology was given in [13]. The major motivations for the

adoption of OMT were that it allows for abstract data typing and the incorporation of behavioural

aspects into models.
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3 Introduction to OMT

The Object Modelling Technique decomposes an application into three types of model: the object

model which describes the structure of objects in the system; the dynamic model which describes

those aspects of the system concerned with time and  the sequencing of operations; and the

functional model which describes those aspects of a system concerned with transformations of

values.

One aspect of a system is described by each model and the models are linked to one another by

references. The object model describes the data structure on which the dynamic and functional

models operate. The operations in the object model correspond to events in the dynamic model

and functions in the functional model. The dynamic model describes the control structure of

objects. It shows decisions that depend upon object values and invoke functions. The functional

model describes functions invoked by operations in the object model and actions in the dynamic

model. Functions operate on data values specified by the object model. The functional model also

shows constraints on object values. The relationship between the three models is shown in Figure

1 below.

Functional Model

Object Model

Dynamic Model

Processes

Actors

Data Stores

Flows

Operations

Object

Event

State

Shows Sequence

Shows operations
and arguments

Shows Structure

Causes
Change of
State

Figure 1: Relationship between object, dynamic and functional models
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4 OMT and repository design

The remaining sections concern the incorporation of desirable features into repository design

through the use of the three models of OMT. A coarse overview of the problems to be addressed

by each model is given.

It is desirable that the repository should be active not passive, that is it should be possible to

impose run-time controls on the data being entered into the system through the use of the

repository. This necessitates the modelling of dynamic behaviour at some stage in the repository

design process. Object oriented concepts such as encapsulation and inheritance can be used to

associate behavioural properties with entity sets. This makes object modelling an appealing option

since they allow for the inclusion of such concepts at the modelling stage.

The roles of the three OMT models, when applied to repository design, are as follows: the object

model would be concerned with structural aspects such as the range of topological relationships

that can be specified; the dynamic model would be concerned with the development of the

repository over time, for example the management of updates, deletions and version control; and

the functional model would be concerned with schema and report generation from the repository.

4.1 The object model

The draft object model for the repository design is given in Figure 2. With regard to this model

the following points should be noted.

Relationships are known as associations in the OMT terminology. Associations may be binary,

ternary or higher order. In practice relationships higher than ternary are very rare. However, some

ternary relationships cannot be broken down into binary associations without losing information.

In order to allow for n-ary relationships in the repository model, ROLES are introduced. An

ENTITY plays a ROLE in a relationship. Each relationship aggregates two or more roles (a binary

relationship would be composed of 2 roles, a ternary relationship of 3 roles, etc.).

Spatial and non-spatial relationships are disjoint subclasses of the superclass RELATIONSHIP,

whereas entity sets with spatial characteristics and entity sets with non-spatial characteristics are

non-disjoint subclasses of the superclass ENTITY. This reflects the fact that a given entity may

exhibit both spatial and non-spatial characteristics.
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Relationship {abstract}

[Description]
[Multiplicity of relationship]

Create
Delete
Modify
Report

Spatial Relationship

Spatial Topology~

Spatial topologic
relationship

Entity {abstract}

[Geometry]

Create Report
Delete Create table
Modify

Entity set with spatial
characteristics

Non Spatial
Relationship

Create
Delete
Modify
Report

Create Report
Delete Create table
Modify

Entity set with non-spatial
characteristics

1

[Name]
[Description]

Description
Type
Size
Decimal places

Attribute

1

Role2+

[Name]
[Cardinality]
[Optionality]
[Dependency]

Figure 2: Repository object model

Spatial relationships are further classified into spatial topological relationships. These correspond

to those spatial relationship types specified by the set algebra of Egenhofer and Franzosa [14] and

given in Table 1 below. The entities are the base geometric types from which user oriented entities

will be specified.
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Entity Type Spatial Relationship Type

line contain spatial grouping
point spatial aggregation boundary
region cover
arc overlap

disjoint
point adjacent
line adjacent

Table 1: Correspondence between entity and spatial relationship types

The inclusion of a topology of spatial relationships, and the implications for generating logical

level schema based on this topology is the key spatial aspect of the repository.

4.2 The functional model

In OMT, the functional model is described in terms of data flow diagrams. The major functional

aspects of the repository are a general report-generating facility and the generation of logical

schema. These are illustrated in Figure 3. More specific treatment of this functional component

will centre on connections between conceptual modelling  methods and existing logical models

for the storage of spatial data - analogous to the derivation of logical database schema from

conceptual  schema.  A specific example of this approach would be to investigate connections

between the SEER model [2], the only known conceptual level spatial data model, and the

"cartographic modelling methodology" [15], which  is essentially a logical level spatial data

model. It is thought that a study of a data definition language such as this  may provide a useful

first step toward understanding linkages between conceptual and logical models of spatial data,

and hence form the basis for the derivation of algorithms for logical schema generation from the

spatial design metadata held in the repository.
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1
Store Design

Data

2
Report

Generation

3
Schema

Generation

CASE
TOOL

DBMS

Design Repository

Figure 3: Functional model

4.3 The dynamic model

During the design phase, the major dynamic aspect of the repository would be handling updates

to the design. An additional dynamic aspect would be the performance of consistency checks on

data models created with the CASE tool used to populate the repository. However, it is desirable

that the repository should be active after implementation of the spatial information system and,

in this context, the dynamic aspects would be more far reaching. The repository would have to

handle updates in the database managed by the DBMS. The dynamic model of OMT uses state

diagrams to express changes to objects and their relationships over time. One state diagram exists

for each class with important dynamic behaviour. In a relational database context one approach

to recording changes to an entity with geographical attributes over time is to employ a tuple based

time-stamping approach for the storage of such historical data [16]. A new tuple or row is added

to the relevant relation as each change is made. This approach supersedes approaches that

necessitated the addition of a new version of the relation each time an update was made. The

incorporation of this approach into the dynamic modelling of entity and relationship objects over

time is under consideration as a means of update handling in the repository.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is felt that consideration of the object modelling technique has contributed to the

clarification of spatial metadata repository design problems. A structural model for repository

design has been suggested. In addition design issues relating to dynamic and functional aspects
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have been discussed. In an integrated software development environment there are clear

advantages to uniformly applying one paradigm to design each part of the system. The object

oriented paradigm is suggested as the appropriate approach to repository design and

implementation, not only for reasons of uniformity, but also expressibility. The next stage of

research will be the expansion of the functional model to include algorithm design for the

generation of data definition language statements. The dynamic model will also be enhanced to

explicitly support the management of changes in object classes over time. A full breakdown of

metadata necessary to describe conceptual level data models is also required. The storage of data

about spatial relationships and the derivation of algorithms to generate logical data models for the

storage thereof is expected to be the key originality of this work.
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